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K4. IDD007 Wholesale Operator Call Plan (“IDD007 Wh olesale Plan”) 
 (This Service will not be offered to new customers from 2013 onwards) 

 
There are 2 separate and distinct discount schemes under this IDD007 Wholesale Plan, namely, Standard Discount 
and Premium Discount.  Standard Discount offers discounts ranging from 0.8% to 77.9% (depending on destinations 
and WTT’s discretion) off IDD007 service charges.  Premium Discount offers discounts ranging from 1.8% to 79% 
(depending on destinations and WTT’s discretion) off IDD007 service charges. 
 
The Customer can only qualify for one discount scheme at any time.  The discount schemes under the IDD007 
Wholesale Plan cannot be used with any other call plan, discount plan or scheme, promotional or special offer of WTT 
unless otherwise agreed by WTT in writing. 
 
The following Special Conditions shall apply to the IDD007 Wholesale Plan: 
a) Unless otherwise provided, any terms or phrases used herein shall have the same meaning as ascribed to them in 

WTT’s General Terms and Conditions of Service or the Tariff for IDD007 service. 
b) The IDD007 Wholesale Plan is only available to Customers who use IDD007 service to provide lawful international 

calling service to end users and hold a valid a public non-exclusive telecommunications services licence issued by 
the TA under the Ordinance for the term of the Contract. 

c) With respect to the Premium Discount Scheme, a Customer shall, in addition to the requirements set out in 
paragraph (b) above, (i) commit to use IDD007 service exclusively for a minimum term of one year for all its 
outgoing international calling traffic; and (ii) transmit and accumulate a minimum of one million IDD007 call minutes 
per month.  WTT may request that the Customer, and upon such request the Customer will install, a system for the 
recording of all its outgoing international calling traffic and permit WTT to inspect and audit such records. 

d) If either or both of the exclusivity and minimum term requirements as stated in paragraph (c) (i) above are not met, 
WTT may charge the Customer an amount calculated based on the Customer’s average IDD007 call charges for 
the preceding months multiplied by the remaining term of the Contract.  Where in any given month the Customer 
fails to transmit and accumulate a minimum of one million IDD007 call minutes as stated in paragraph (c) (ii) above, 
WTT may charge the Customer an amount equal to one million call minutes less the number of IDD007 call 
minutes accumulated for that month multiplied by HK$3.00.  The charges referred to above may be cumulative if 
both requirements are not met and will be immediately due and payable by the Customer. 

e) The Customer shall not assign or in any way, transfer any of its rights, benefits and obligations under the Contract. 
 


